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Assassin’s Creed® Origins  
PHYSICAL GOLD EDITION 

 

Description 

 
Journey into Ancient Egypt, the most mysterious place in History, during a crucial period that will shape 
the world. Discover the secrets behind the Great Pyramids, forgotten myths, the last pharaohs, and – 
engraved in long-lost hieroglyphics – the origin story of the Assassin’s Brotherhood. 
 
For the last four years, the team behind the acclaimed Assassin’s Creed IV Black Flag has been focused 
on crafting a new beginning for the franchise. Fight in a completely new way where you transition 
seamlessly between unique ranged and melee weapons and take on multiple enemies at once. Choose 
your assassin skills while exploring the full country of Ancient Egypt, engaging into multiple quests and 
gripping stories along a journey that will change civilization. 
 

GOLD EDITION Content* 

 

Get the ultimate experience with the Assassin’s Creed® Origins – GOLD EDITION including the game, 
the Season Pass, and the Digital Deluxe Pack. 
 

- Assassin’s Creed® Origins game with the GOLD EDITION artwork. 
 

- The Season Pass: The Assassin’s Creed® Origins Season Pass will give you access to all 
upcoming major expansions and equipment sets. 
 

- The Digital Deluxe Pack: 
o An exclusive mission Ambush at Sea: Take command in the fight for naval supremacy on 

the rough seas. 
o The Desert Cobra Pack, including:  

 The desert cobra outfit: Sneak in the sand and strike as fast as the wind with this 
outfit. 

 Fangs, the horse: This tusk-toting horse stirs fear in the hearts of your enemies.  
 Snakes legendary shield: These twin-snakes will protect their master. 
 Eye of Apep legendary blunt weapon: This snake may not bite you, but you will 

feel its sting. 
 The fang legendary sickle sword: The Fang is designed to shred in pieces 

anything it touches. 
o Three additional ability points to enhance your Assassin’s starting skills. 

 
 

Pre-Order Bonus 

 
Pre-order to get an additional mission: Secrets of the first Pyramids. Discover the secrets behind the 
construction of the first Pyramids and what mysteries lie within. 
 
*Final content and release dates subject to change. Some features may not be available at launch. Content 
may be available for purchase and/or as giveaway(s) separately at Ubisoft’s sole discretion at any time. 
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System requirements pending. Please check system requirements and product details/restrictions before 
purchase and upon game release before redeeming your pre-order. 
 
Specifications 

 

RELEASE DATE: 

 

PLATFORMS: 

 

RATING: 

 

LOCAL LANGUAGE: 

 

GENDER: 
 

SRP: 

 

EAN: 

OCTOBER 27TH 2017 

 

PS4, XB1 

 

18 

 

YES (subtitles) 

 

Action/adventure 

 

90€ 

 

PS4: 3307216026013 

XB1: 3307216025221 


